
Mascot Mascot Name Characteristics I am a(n)...

Superhero with 
a cape, a mask 
and lots of 
muscles

Flash the Comet or 
simply "The Flash"

We are proud of being comets 
and a superhero is what we are 
to many students

Other

Honey Badger

Rocky the Honey 
Badger (Many 
comets have a 
rocky core... :-)

There are memes on the 
internet that have developed a 
common understanding of the 
Honey Badger as the toughest 
animal around.  Otherwise 
known as "nature's badass," the 
honey badger captures the 
tough, can-do spirit of our 
students and our school. 
Students will know it and 
embrace it--just ask them!

Other

Knights 
Templar Sir Comet

Strong, Faithful, part of OC 
history as this college was 
founded by Father Shipherd a 
Christian

OC Staff

An updated 
version of the 
OC Comet, 
make it look 
more modern

Cody the Comet 
sounds cool

It's a updated version of the 
current Olivet College Comet, I 
feel as though since we have 
been having success in sports 
and other things on campus we 
need to have a better looking 
Comet, the Comet right now is 
alright but we need one to show 
we live in the modern era, not 
the 1980s, but it still possesses 
the old school Comet look 
somewhat as it keeps with 
tradition. I say take the current 
Comet and update with some 
colors or make a new Comet but 
based off the original.

Student



Superhero Captain Comet When he lands, it's an Extinction 
Level Event! OC Faculty

I think he 
should be a 
super hero.

Captain Comet

Has a cape, maybe a hood 
(Batman-like so that different 
people can portray him), logo on 
chest like a 
Superman S (maybe use the 
cartoon of the Comet that we 
have now on his chest)

OC Faculty

Bull (BIG RED 
BULL) Henry STRONG! Alumni

screaming 
comet Zeke the Comet

the Wink has to go to whimsical.    
I like confident, strong and 
determined.    I am actually the 
student who proposed the arm 
being more muscular in 85'.

Alumni

Astro but not 
'50s Astro  
MODERNIZE

Crusher

Fast, contemporary, fun but not 
hokey

I suggest contacting MAKER 
FAIRE participants to build 
something that is modern!  With 
electronic capacity for lights or 
movement.  They are fantastic 
and cutting edge.

Alumni

Human - 
Fire/Flame 
Qualities

Crew the Comet Endurance, flare, togetherness 
and spirited. OC Staff

Once a Comet 
always a 
Comet! Why 
would we 
change?

Clyde He's fine the way he is!! Alumni



Sasquatch Chaz the Comet

Chaz brings the OC campus 
together.  He is intimidating to 
our rivals yet endearing to the 
OC community.  Engages with 
the student body and brings 
excitement and spirit to sporting 
events.

OC Staff

Cardinal Casey the Comet or 
Red the Comet

Hardy, Brilliant, Defender of 
Territory, Aggressive, Protective, 
Beautiful song, Long life, 
Increases its range. May send 
design later...

Other

No change Retain possibly

I do not know how or who drew 
the original comet, but I do 
know that the original did not 
have arm muscles. The muscles 
were added by an alum who 
was, at the time, working in the 
Admissions Office. His name was 
Bernie McConnell. Bernie passed 
away some time ago, at a still 
young age. Because of this 
connection I would not be in 
favor of changing "Clyde". You 
could change his name to 
"Bernie", however, and that 
would be OK with me.. but keep 
the comet as is.

Alumni

Comet Clyde As an Alumni, I would hate to 
see Clyde The Comet go away. Alumni

My Comet looks 
like a Comet. 
Get rid of the 
cartoon and 
make it look 
like a real 
Comet. More 
like a fireball

Have to keep the 
name Clyde!!!

If a change is necessary just 
make it less like a cartoon Alumni



Comet CYLDE

Growth and possibility. Keep the 
OC academic Values of the 
college but apply a Athletic spin 
to it. DONT CHANGE CLYDE! 
Could update the image and 
costume but keep it how it is.

Alumni

Yeti Comet the Yeti
Strong, mysterious, majestic, 
unique, elusive, pursued, 
resilient

Student

It looks like a 
comet. Clyde Part of OC history...don't change 

a thing! Alumni

Muscles and 
fiery

Keep it Clyde the 
Comet

I'm fine with updating artwork, 
but sincerely like our OC 
tradition as is. Perhaps, make 
Clyde look tougher with a mean 
face rather than a smile & wink.

Alumni

A red comet Clyde the comet Keep him the way he is!! Why 
change it?! Clyde is great!! Alumni

It should look 
like a comet.

Flash is good. Or 
anything that is 
gender neutral and 
timeless. Clyde 
does sound a bit 
dated. Please don't 
call it Buzz.

I do not have a design to 
suggest. Please do not call it 
Buzz

Characteristics - strong, smart, 
socially responsible. Could be a 
little more streamlined in design.

Red & White, Maroon & White, 
Brick Red & White... which is it? 
I've seen all three color 
combinations used in various 
contexts at OC

Alumni



Flaming Black 
Squirrel Haley the Comet

Be bold. Haley is a gender 
neutral name. The next Comet 
logo should focus on our future. 
Incorporate crimson and silver 
for standard red and white. Be 
more inclusive and less 
traditional (TCU Superfrog, 
Richmond Spiders, Courtland 
State Red Dragons). Olivet 
College was founded by 
innovators. Let us truly reinvent.

Student

A comet should 
look like a 
comet

I think it should 
still be Clyde but 
with an up dated 
look.

Strength and confidence should 
be a major part of our mascot 
since it is mostly used as a rally 
point to instill excitement, 
motivation, and  camaraderie. I 
do not believe that our new 
mascot should be a dog or any 
other animal. Naming an animal 
comet does not make it a comet.

Alumni

A comet mascot 
is a must. It 
should look 
tough and 
confident.

I think we have to 
keep the name 
Clyde. It is pretty 
goofy but it is our 
identity.

The mascot can have a face with 
the muscular arms and all but it 
needs to be less cartoonish. It 
needs to look confident and 
tough. I would personally also 
like to see a modern and 
updated comet logo that is 
sharp and would look good on a 
shirt or merchandise. I don't 
think a mascot and logo are the 
same thing.

Alumni

A firery 
orb/rock Olly Tough, intimidating, strong Alumni

Yeti Comet the Yeti

Strong, brave, mysterious, 
pursued, powerful, strong 
association with nature and 
natural mystic

Student



A comet! Clyde

As an alumni I put a lot of blood 
sweat and tears into the school. 
Leave Clyde alone! Update him 
don't rename him!

Alumni

Make the 
mascot not a 
cartoon comet 
more of a 
realistic one no 
face.

Doesn't need a 
name just go with 
comet symbol 
faceless.

Not a comet with face. More 
emphasis on OC Comets words 
and less on the actual picture of 
a comet. Also more black in the 
design. It was great to be able 
to wear black uniforms for a 
short time. Maybe add black as 
a third school color?

Alumni

Comet Cooper the Comet Strong like the oak trees on 
camphd fast, and pridefull. Alumni

Like it always 
has Clyde T. Leave it as is! Alumni

Comet Ollie Should be able to represent men 
AND women sports Alumni

My comet looks 
like a comet

The name he 
already has; Clyde

Update the artwork to 
modernize him but in keeping 
with tradition, please leave him 
a comet with the name Clyde.

Alumni

Comet Flash Funny confident Student

Wolf looking 
fireball

Blazer-meaning 
spitfire or Chulli - 
meaning flames

Strong and animalistic looking, 
muscular and not like our 
current Kool-aid man!

Other

Super hero , 
muscular body, 
bigger head 
with flame hair, 
cape flows, 
smiles

Big Red Strong, fair, hard worker, 
protector, friendly, confident. Other



oak leaf and 
acorn held with 
rings to comet

Chase the Comet

bold (comet), strong (oaks), 
swift (motion of the comet), 
leader (comet), teamwork (all of 
image), OC oaks

Alumni

A comet.   It 
looks like a 
COMET.

Clyde Individually unique. Alumni

Superhero Clyde Pride, spirit, Student

Dinosaur Spike Welcoming to all - enthusiastic, 
fun, been around for forever OC Faculty

Falcon Falco Cunning, strong, angry 
eyebrows Student

Kool-aid man Clyde the comet

Soft, silly, looks like a cartoon, 
not intimidating. But keep the 
OC logo. Make the third color 
silver if there will be a third one.

Student

Clyde the 
Comet Duh

Clyde the Comet 
Duh

Seriously? No change. This is 
crazy. Alumni

None Comet is fine

Personally, I would rather our 
colors be red and black instead 
of red and white. I don't really 
like Clyde the comet and would 
like the comet to be 'phased out' 
of athletic apparel like it 
currently is.

Student

Crimson 
Cardinals Chaos the Cardinal

This is a symbol of strength and 
unity. Chaos the Cardinal 
doesn't lose, it is scrappy and 
fights for everything it earns. 
Embodies the Olivet College 
Student athlete.

Student

Looks like a 
man on fire or a 
comet on their 
head and not 
the whole body

Clyde the Comet strong, confident, excited and 
fun OC Staff



No Change Clyde the Commet

All of a sudden we just want to 
up and change our mascot and 
its name? Why? Why would you 
even consider changing the 
mascot that we've built our 
entire athletic program around 
for the past 82 years? We use 
the OC logo for just about 
everything anyway... this whole 
initiative makes no sense to me. 
The comet and the OC logo is 
our brand.

Student

A comet Clyde He is part of OC history and 
should continue to be. Student

Comet, same as 
Clyde but don't 
refer to it as 
Clyde

Crimson

Part of OC history and sounds 
better than Clyde.  To be a 
crimson comet has authority and 
something us students would be 
proud to say.

Student

A fierce lion.

I still like Clyde... 
my suggestion 
would be to do a 
Twitter poll or 
campus-wide 
survey to select the 
name.

A lion is a traditional mascot, so 
I don't think it will be "shocking" 
to people or difficult for alumni 
to accept. A lion is, of course, 
fierce and strong - the most 
important traits for a mascot to 
have!

I think the lion should have a 
fiery mane, that represents an 
actual Comet to tie it into school 
history.

OC Staff



An icy small 
Solar System 
body that, 
when passing 
close to the 
Sun, warms 
and begins to 
evolve gasses, 
a process called 
outgassing. 
This produces a 
visible 
atmosphere or 
coma, and 
sometimes also 
a tail.

Keep name of 
Clyde

I would incorporate another 
accent color and include that in 
the Comet. I think either dark 
green or a light blue could 
possible work as accent colors.  
I would modernize the mascot 
but keep it a comet. If 
something is added I would 
hope that it would be a part of 
our history at Olivet and not 
something new trying to get 
started.

Alumni and 
Staff

Comet/possibly 
a bit more 
human than the 
current outfit

Keep Clyde & add a 
female mascot as 
well (name possibly 
Crimson or 
something else)

Rather than changing Clyde's 
name, change the physical 
mascot.  And, to incorporate the 
equality aspect and change, 
introduce a female mascot as 
well.  Disney has Mickey & 
Minnie, why not let Olivet have 
Clyde and his female 
counterpart?  This would not 
only be a good balance, it would 
also open up for a mascot to be 
at multiple events that were 
going on at once.  Also we are 
the Olivet College CometS, so 
two physical mascots would 
translate well.

Alumni

A comic book 
superhero, 
perhaps like 
Capt. America 
or Wonder 
Woman with a 
comet on the 
uniform

Captain Comet Super powers that promote 
social justice. OC Faculty

A more life like 
looking comet The Crimson Comet

Have a hard time explaining 
Clyde the Comet. The Crimson 
Comet sounds a little better to 
me

Alumni



It would be a 
head piece with 
a costume that 
has the look of 
flames coming 
off the back

Like to see a large 
comet designed 
head piece

Would like to see a design of the 
Comet to be bold and embossed! 
Make a statement to it. On 
football helmets especially. Kind 
of like the Vikings of Minnesota. 
Need to keep this but make it 
bold!

Alumni

It would be a 
head piece with 
a costume that 
has the look of 
flames coming 
off the back

Like to see a large 
comet designed 
head piece

Would like to see a design of the 
Comet to be bold and embossed! 
Make a statement to it. On 
football helmets especially. Kind 
of like the Vikings of Minnesota. 
Need to keep this but make it 
bold!

Alumni

Like it does 
now! Original Clyde

I feel the comet should not 
change. I'm a freshman here 
and I came in with the comet 
how it looks now and I am proud 
of that mascot. I wouldn't 
change it for the world because I 
am truly proud to be a COMET.

Student

Updated, more 
colorful version 
of our current 
Comet

Corey the Comet, 
in honor of Dr. 
Corey

Bright red fire streaming behind! OC Staff

Orangutans Oliver

Olivet Orangutans sounds 
awesome. And after watching 
the new jungle book, the 
orangutan is the fiercest of the 
monkeys. The logos would be 
awesome and you would sell so 
much gear completely switching 
things up.

Alumni
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